The degenerate reaction diffusion system has been applied to a variety of physical and engineering problems. This paper is extended the existence of solutions from the quasimonotone reaction functions e.g., inhibitor-inhibitor mechanism to the mixed quasimonotone reaction functions e.g., activator-inhibitor mechanism . By Schauder fixed point theorem, it is shown that the system admits at least one positive solution if there exist a coupled of upper and lower solutions. This result is applied to a Lotka-Volterra predator-prey model.
Introduction
We consider a quasilinear reaction diffusion system in a bounded domain under coupled nonlinear boundary conditions. The system of equations is given in the form 
Existence of Solutions
To the simplicity, throughout this paper, we denote
and let C m Q and C α Q be the respective space of m-times differentiable and Hölder continuous functions in Q, where Q represents a domain or a section between two functions. For vector functions with N-components we denote the above function space by C m Q and C α Q , respectively.
In this paper, we make the following hypothesis. iii f ·, u , g ·, u are mixed quasimonotone C 1 -functions in Λ.
In the above hypothesis, Λ and Λ i are the sectors between a pair of coupled upper and lower solutions given by 2. 
2.2
Define we may write 1.1 in the equivalent form 
is referred to as coupled upper and lower solutions of 2.6 . For a given pair of coupled upper and lower solutions u, u we set
2.8
In Hypothesis H -ii we allow D i 0 0 which leads to a degenerate diffusion coefficient. 
In fact, it suffices to choose any c 1 
2.10
Define for each i 1, . . . , N,
t, x w i .
2.11
Since 2.9 , H and I i u i D i u i , F i ·, u and G i ·, u possess the property
2.12
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Moreover, 2.6 is equivalent to
2.13
Thus the pair u, w and u, w , where w i I i u i and w i I i u i , satisfies the inequalities
2.14 are referred to coupled upper and lower solutions of 2.13 . The property 2.12 is quite useful for the construction of monotone convergent sequences. To ensure the existence of the sequence to be constructed in the iteration process 2.16 below we assume that either 
2.18
Since by the mean value theorem, 
where
Since 2.14 , the boundary and initial inequalities
2.22
In 
where 
2.26
Next we use an induction method. We assume that u m and u m are coupled upper and lower solutions of 1.1 and satisfying the following relation:
Then by choosing u m and u m as the coupled upper and lower solutions u and u, after the similar above argument, we have Proof. We first consider the problem 2.13 , where D i is replaced by D i . For each i 1, . . . , N, we define operators
2.30
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Define also
Then the system 2.13 , in which D i is replaced by D i , may be written in the form
where B B 1 , . . . , B N and G G 1 , . . . , G N are given in 2.11 . Given any v ∈ Λ and any i 1, . . . , N, we consider the scalar problem 
Applications
As an application of the results obtained in the previous section we consider a Lotka-Volterra predator model. This model involves two species u 1 and u 2 that are governed by the system 
then the pair u 1 , u 2 , u 1 , u 2 are coupled upper and lower solutions of 3.1 . To guarantee 3.2 , we seek such a pair in the form 
